
THE ORIGINAL



atucada brings you a collection that immerses 

your foot in sensuality. The sleek and curvaceous  

patterns offered in the season’s most exciting colors are 

the epitome of sexy. Edgy designs and silky proprietary  

materials converge to create a breathable, lightweight  

and supremely comfortable wearing experience.  

You will love walking in our shoes…



MANDALA
As a spiritual symbol representing the universe,  

you are walking on a cloud in unparalleled comfort  

and with pure elegance. 

Visit a divine world without being coerced  

away from where you stand.



HAWAII
While your feet are firmly on the ground enveloped  

in floral beauty, you are transported to the paradise  

of the islands… follow your heart to Hawaii… 



SWEET  
FLOWER

From an exquisite bouquet to the sublime beauty  

of a garden blooming with nature’s  splendor,  

each step unveils your elegance. Walk among petals  

that will never fade…



ACACIA
A symbol of life and eternity this design inspired  

by the Acacia tree is a tribute to your femininity.  

Charming and infinitely comfortable… step in… 

you won’t regret it.



SWELL

Walk in the sun- kissed foam of the waves all day!  

Swathe your feet in softness and experience the freedom  

and joy of true comfort in every step. 



INDIA

Radiate with the kind of bliss that spawns the envy of the Sun!  

The Tantric-inspired design and an amazing lightweight sole create  

the perfect balance between sophistication and comfort.



INDIA
COMPENSÉES

Tantric-inspired design and the ultimate lightweight sole  

for comfort that gives you the buoyancy to stay on top  

of your day… all day… looking your best. 



INDIA
BALLERINES

The ultimate manifestation of tantric-inspired design,  

a ballerina slipper that will leave everyone around you  

longing to be in your shoes….



DI MACCIO
BIJOU DE PIED

Unique floating graphics inspired by ancient  

and futuristic art adorn your foot. Walking without a sole  

has never been this sophisticated and simply beautiful.
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